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ABSTRACT: A cam trailer is a specialized type of roller or needle bearing which follows the cams. Cam followers 

come in a wide range of different configurations; however, the most distinguishing aspect is the mounting of the cam 

follower on its part; cam followers use a studio style while the yoke style has a hole on the middle. The modern type of 

study Thomas L. Robinson of the McGill Manufacturing Company invented and patented the follower in 1937. The 

standard bearing and bolt is replaced. The new cam became simpler to use since the cup was still in use. They could 

accommodate higher loads also included. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cams are used to produce erratic motion for exactly the same purpose as linkages. Cams have an advantage over links 

because cams can be built for even tighter motions. In reality, a cam can be correctly replicated in theory by any chosen 

motion application[1]. Cam design, in theory at least, is much simpler than the connection design, but it can be quite 

laborious in practice. Cam interface automation by interactive computation is not actually as advanced as the 

connecting design. The drawbacks of cams are processing costs, low wear resistance and comparatively low capacity.  

While Numerical Control machining reduces the cost of producing cams in small sections, the costs relative to 

connections are still very high. Cam costs are reduced in large sections, for moulding or casting. The degree to which 

stamping and so on will reduce the expense of linking equivalent lot sizes. Cams wear easy without roller directories. 

But the directories are voluminous and require bigger cams, causing issues in scale and dynamics. Moreover, the roller 

bearings produce their own issues with durability. However, noise and followers bounce at high speeds are the worst 

issues for cams. As a consequence, dynamic optimization in cam design is involved. 

Two steps (from a geometrical point of view) are normally necessary for cam design:  

1. Description of the followers' motion software and 

2. Cam profile generation. For instance, with the stitch pattern cams in the sewing machines, the first step is 

unnecessary if the motion software is completely defined in the motion period. More typically, only parts of the 

duration are shown by the motion programme, 

Allowing for maximum dynamic efficiency the synthesis of remaining portions. An example is the cam that controls 

the opening of the valve of an automobile motor[2]. The specification here is that the valve shall be completely closed 

and more or less fully open for a specified interval. An appropriate software must be synthesized for the portions of the 

period between the specified ones. This can be achieved to make the running of the cam as seamless as possible with 

various degrees of complexity. In general, it is harder for the synthesis method to increase the complex output level 

needed. Kinematic is the second stage of the process, profile development and investment.  The cam is known as the 

fixed connection and a variety of the follower's positions are built relative to the cam. A tangent curve to the different 

follower locations is drawn into the cam profile. Every degree of precision can be obtained while the procedure is 

conducted analytically. The first two are the cam and the sensors, while the third is a spring or some other way for 
making sure that the cameras stay in touch. The position of the spring can be replaced or limited by gravity follower 

between the two cam surfaces or limiting the cam between two follower surfaces. Both methods are typically more 

costly than using a spring and are not widely used. The following action is distinguished by its relative movement to 
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the ground and its face geometry between the roller and rigid cylindrical follower. Of necessity, from a concept point of 

view, there is a big gap. 

 

Figure 1: Cam follower[3] 

Cam and follow-up [4]systems are favored over a wide range of internal combustion engines, since the cam and follow-

up ensures an infinite number of movements can be done (figure 1). The cam and the follower have once again been 

very important in the operation of many classes of machinery, especially the automatic ones such as printers, shoe 

machines, textile machinery, gear cutting equipment, machines for screwing, and so forth. The cam can be described as 

a machine element that has a curved contour or curved groove, and that gives a predetermined step to the element that 

is called the follower by its oscillation or rotation motion. In other words, the cam system converts a rotational or 

oscillating movement into a linear or translator movement. In fact, cam may be used to get odd or abnormal movements 
that are not appropriate for getting from another connection[5]. The range of different types of cameras and follower 

systems that can be chosen is very broad based on the form of the cam surface and the follower's profile. There are a 

number of types of current cams in internal combustion engines which have a linear interaction with the supplier. The 

current cam interaction system leads to high frictional losses resulting in a poor mechanical efficiency[6]. 

External Ring Styles:  

These are two principle styles with regards to the external rings for cam devotees: level or delegated. Level external 

rings, likewise called round and hollow external rings, are actually as they sound – level across the width of the OD. 

Delegated external rings are angled on the external ring/head itself.  

Dimensionally, the two styles are basically the equivalent, yet the choice to pick tube shaped or delegated external rings 

come down to follow load limit you need to put on that bearing. Barrel shaped external rings permit you to spread that 

heap across the entire ring instead of a particular point, which permits round and hollow external rings to deal with a lot 

higher complete burden. Be that as it may, there might be circumstance where you may need less surface territory 
across what the cam adherent is managing. Delegated external rings permits cam adherents to connect as conceivable as 

they actually manage their work.  

Mounting and Relubrication Options:  

Diverse cam adherents include different attachments or depressions to take into consideration simple mounting. These 

can incorporate hexagon attachments or screwdriver grooves on the stud heads. A few forms just component 

attachments or furrows on one side of the cam supporters, despite the fact that JNS heading is eliminating single hex 

attachment parts for the CF-AB, a cam adherent with attachments on the two finishes.  

Another change is cam adherents with coordinated curved oil areolas at the two finishes. These areolas take into 

account relubrication of those orientation without having the areola stick outwards. This plan considers simple utilize 
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that actually takes into consideration oil access on the two sides. The inward plan additionally guarantees that cam 

adherents can be mounted in difficult situations where the outer areola would present issues.  

Confined or Uncaged:  

Another alternative that can rely upon your necessities or inclinations is whether you need a pen for your cam devotees. 

Enclosures hold the balls or needles in the can devotees set up, which keeps them from being skewed or scouring 

against one another to forestall untimely disappointment. Enclosures take into consideration higher rates too. 

Nonetheless, no enclosure permits there to be more balls or needles, which takes into account higher burdens. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Cams wear easy without roller directories. But the directories are voluminous and require bigger cams, causing issues 
in scale and dynamics. Moreover, the roller bearings produce their own issues with durability. However, noise and 

followers bounce at high speeds are the worst issues for cams. As a consequence, dynamic optimization in cam design 

is involved[7]. 

Cam and follow-up systems are favored over a wide range of internal combustion engines, since the cam and follow-up 

ensures an infinite number of movements can be done. The cam and the follower have once again been very important 

in the operation of many classes of machinery, especially the automatic ones such as printers, shoe machines, textile 

machinery, gear cutting equipment, machines for screwing, and so forth[2]. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The cam-follower pair normally operates under critical conditions because the load, speed and curvature radius differ 

significantly and the film thickness varies. Contact can be both complete and mixed to conditions with insufficient 

lubrication which create problems of friction and wear. What happens during the camfollowers touch isn't easy to 

research in detail, so that experimental experiments are needed but very complicated. Additional support variant with 
integrated gas bearing (a); internal gas bearing frame details: fixed (b) and revolving (c) mechanism solution. The study 

of different design solutions for a flexible cam follower simulation apparatus has revealed many important 

considerations which must be taken into account.Be considered as the final design is being produced. Especially for 

different cam-follower configuration the test rig should be able to calculate instantaneous contact forces and film 

thickness. A dynamically simulated proposed solutions are currently in development and will include essential final 

design indicators. Also explored is the possibility of variants that can mimic the interaction between gear teeth. The 

method would allow for a profound study of the actions under temporary circumstances of non-conformal interactions. 

Useful instructions will be required for improving the configuration of cams and gears. In order to adjust and improve 

theoretical and number models to measure cam follower errors by pitting and scuffing, experimental findings will also 

be used. 
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